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D-linked wh-questions & pronominal reference in Yalálag Zapotec

1 Introduction

This squib provides an overview of wh-questions and pronominal phenomena in Yalálag Za-
potec, with a focus on D-linking and bound/disjoint interpretation. Based on data collected
during the UMass Fall 2017 Graduate Field Methods class, I claim that both wh-phrases and
personal and reflexive pronouns are highly sensitive to discourse information and context
restriction. More specifically, I argue that there is evidence that n- marking on wh-phrases
tracks D-linked discourse and that the reflexive pronoun in Yalálag is in fact a logophor.

All of the data below was collected by the participants of the Mass Fall 2017 Graduate
Field Methods class. Unless the name of the main investigator is listed under the example,
the data was collected by the author of this paper during personal interviews.

2 wh-questions & D-linking

Yalálag Zapotec wh-phrases may be either bare or marked by an -n suffix. This suffix, as
shown in the examples below, is also used to mark definiteness on DPs. Since the suffix -n
is a definiteness marker for Yalálag referential expressions and proper names, the hypothesis
is that the wh-phrase n-marker is also related to discourse familiarity.1 For this reason, the
n-marker on wh-phrases is glossed as dis.

(1) a. B́ı
what

bdáù
eat

Xhúà’n?
Juan.def

‘What did Juan eat?’

b. Nú
who

bdáù
ate

zá’n?
corn.def

‘Who ate the corn?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/27/2017)

(2) a. B́ı’n
what.dis

bdáù
eat

Xhúà’n?
Juan.def

‘What did Juan eat?’

b. Nú’n
who.dis

bdáù
ate

zá’n?
corn.def

‘Who ate the corn?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/29/2017)

Discourse-linked wh-phrases, as argued ever since Pesetsky (1987) and Enç (1991), imply
the existence of a set of referents which had already been introduced in the discourse. For
English, the difference between D-linked phrases and non-D-linked phrases is most apparent
by contrasting the determiner which and the interrogative pronoun who.

(3) a. Who won the tournament? non-D-linked
b. Which wizard won the tournament? D-linked

1According to Ana’s native speaker intuitions, the n-marker adds specificity and familiarity to wh-phrases.
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One of the goals of the elicitations which provided the data discussed in this paper was to
determine how well the n-marker tracked discourse information and D-linked wh-phrases.
The data indicated that the n-suffix on wh-phrases is indeed a marker of speaker familiarity
with the set of previously introduced discourse referents.

2.1 Basic Facts about Yalálag wh-questions

2.1.1 wh-fronting

With respect to their surface form, the difference between yes/no questions and declaratives
is merely prosodic: questions are marked by a sentence-initial pitch accent. As illustrated
in (4), where both the declarative Juan ate the corn and its interrogative counterpart are
given, no overt movement appears to take place in the case of the yes/no question.

(4) a. Bdáù
eat

Xhúà’n
Juan.def

zá’n.
corn.def

‘Juan ate the corn.’

b. Bdáù
eat

Xhúà’n
Juan.def

zá’n?
corn.def

‘Did Juan eat the corn?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/27/2017)

With respect to wh-questions, however, movement seems to be mandatory. Both bare and
n-marked wh-phrases are necessarily fronted to the beginning of the sentence, immediately
preceding the verb. Compare (5) and the sentences in (6). The observation is that what and
who may not remain in-situ ((6a) and (6d)), and, furthermore, only one DP may be fronted.
The ungrammaticality of (6b) and (6c) highlights the fact that the verb, bdáù, occupies the
second position and that only the wh-phrase may be fronted.

(5) a. B́ı
what

bdáù
eat

Xhúà’n?
Juan.def

‘What did Juan eat?’

b. Nú
who

bdáù
ate

zá’n?
corn.def

‘Who ate the corn?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/27/2017)

(6) a. *Bdáù
ate

Xhúà’n
Juan.def

b́ı(’n)?
what

‘What did Juan eat?’

b. *B́ı(’n)
what

Xhúà’n
Juan.def

bdáù?
eat

‘What did Juan eat?’

c. *Xhúà’n
Juan.def

b́ı(’n)
what

bdáù?
eat

‘What did Juan eat?’

d. *Bdáù
ate

nú(’n)
who

zá’n?
corn.def

‘Who ate the corn?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/29/2017)
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2.1.2 Long-distance wh-movement

wh-phrases also seem to be able to move long-distance, at least when it comes to clausal
complements of attitude verbs, as shown in (7). Although we do not have data from relative
clauses or other embedded sentences to see how pervasive long-distance wh-movement is in
Yalálag, the interpretation of the questions in (7a) and (7b) suggests that the wh-words
moved from the lower clause: meat and with X instrument would be felicitous answers to
(7a) and (7b) respectively.

(7) a. B́ı
what

bne
said

Malhia’n
Maria.def

[
[

bdau
ate

bekw
dog

kia’n
poss.1sg.def

]
]

?

‘What did Maria say my dog ate?’

b. Gaklhe
how

ka
that

llunlhize
think

xbab
consider

Malhia’n
Maria.def

[
[

wayunchaw
fixed

Lenen
Elena

kamiona
my-car

]
]

?

‘How does Maria think that Elena fixed my car?’

bla (Deniz Özyıldız; 11/09/2017)

2.1.3 (Incomplete) wh-phrase inventory

Our data so far have revealed a comprehensive (and definitely non-exhaustive) list of wh-
phrases. The interrogative pronouns nú ‘who’ and b́ı ‘what’ may both be n-marked and
serve as which determiners in wh-questions. Both nú and b́ı may also form negative indefi-
nites (nuksnu, nutlhu ‘no one’ and bitbi ‘nothing’, respectively - Carolyn Anderson; 10/23-
30/2017). With respect to the latter three wh-phrases in the table below, we have not yet
tested whether they can be n-marked and whether they have other wh- surface forms.

(8) Yalálag Zapotec wh-phrases

who what which whose where how
nú(’n) b́ı(’n) nú(lhen) / b́ı(da’n) núlla gaxha gaklhe

The wh-phrases for ‘where’, gaxha, and ‘how’, gaklhe, seem to share the morpheme ga, which
expresses location: ga is also the ‘where’ relative pronoun, adverbials (gani - ‘here’, gana -
‘there’), and negative indefinite gaga - ‘nowhere’ (Carolyn Anderson; 12/04/2017). However,
at this point it is unclear what the contribution of the -xha suffix is in the sentence below.

(9) Gaxha
where.?

gataso
slept.2sg

‘nche?
last-night

‘Where did you sleep last night?’ (11/07/2017)

Similarly, whose is made up of nú and the suffix lla as shown in (10). Assuming, as in the
previous subsection, that the wh-phrase is fronted to the sentence-initial position and that
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the predicate is in the second position, it seems that the entire posessive construction, núlla
xhetlhat ke is fronted.

(10) a. llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

kebeka.
poss.3sg.fam.pl

‘Maria likes pictures of her(self)’.
bla (12/04/2017)

b. Núlla
who.?

xhetlhat
picture

ke
poss

llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘Whose picture does Maria like?’

Under the assumption that the in-situ order of the possessive construction is xhetlhat ke
núlla, there are two syntactic possibilities worth exploring. One option would be for the
possessive construction to get fronted first, and then núlla is able to move again, to a higher
projection. Another alternative would be for núlla to move to the edge of the possessive
construction and then for the entire phrase to raise to the highest sentence position. At this
point, however, these possible paths remain speculative.

For the remainder of the squib, the discussed data targets nú, b́ı and their n-marked
forms, specifically, in order to assess their interpretative differences.

2.2 b́ı vs. b́ı’n

The main contrast of interest for the different forms of what has to do with the presence
(11b) or absence (11a) of the -n marker. However, a third form, made up of b́ı+da+n (11c)
also plays a part in the competition between the different surface forms of what.

(11) context:
I am a literature teacher and I am talking to 5 of my students. A week ago, I had
given them 5 different books they had to choose from. I know the students, I know
the books, I don’t know which students picked what books. Maria is missing today,
but I’d like to know what she read and I assume someone in the class might know.

a. B́ı
what

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’

b. B́ı’n
what.dis

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’

c. B́ıda’n
what-thing.dis

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What (thing) did Maria read?’ (10/10/2017)
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Although all of the forms in (11) are felicitous in a D-linked context, where the books and
the students had been part of the discourse previously (the teacher and the students all know
the books), only (11a) is acceptable in ‘out of the blue’ contexts or in scenarios like the one
in (12), where the speaker is not familiar with the set of possible discourse referents.

(12) context:
I am a literature teacher and I have around 40 students. Everyone was supposed to
read a book for today’s class - any book they wanted. I don’t know which books people
read, I just know they were supposed to read something. Maria is missing today, but
I’d like to know what she read and I assume someone in the class might know.

a. B́ı
what

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’

b. #B́ı’n
what.dis

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’

c. #B́ıda’n
what-thing.dis

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What (thing) did Maria read?’ (10/23/2017)

The contrast between (11) and (12) has to do with the familiarity of the speaker with the
set of possible answers. When the speaker does not have a specific set of answers in mind,
like in the case of (11), the n-marked wh-phrases are dispreferred. The generic interrogative
pronoun, b́ı, is felicitous in both contexts, as expected.

The data above is consistent with the hypothesis that n-markers signal context restriction
with respect to the possible set of discourse referents. However, Yalálag Zapotec wh-phrases
seem to be even more specialized. Our consultant had a slight preference for the unmarked
b́ı in the context in (13), but both b́ı and b́ı’n are odd in the context below, where more
specialized constructions (nulhena or the use of lhize, both discussed later) are preferred.

(13) context:
I’m a literature teacher. Everyone was supposed to read either Aura or Terra Nostra
by Fuentes for today. Maria is missing. I want to know which of these two books
Maria read so I ask the class: Which book did Maria read? 2

a. ?B́ı
what

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’

b. #B́ı’n
what.dis

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

2I have unfortunately not checked whether b́ıda’n is felicitous in this context.
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‘What did Maria read?’ (10/16/2017)

Finally, b́ı can be used as a which determiner, taking bare NP or definite-marked NP com-
plements as shown below. (14a) is felicitous in the context in (12) and (14b) is preferred to
the bare b́ı pronouns above in the scenario in (13).

(14) a. B́ı
what

libr
book

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘Which book did Maria read?’ (10/10/2017)

b. B́ı
what

libren
book

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘Which book did Maria read?’ (10/30/2017)

I did not test for whether b́ı’n and b́ıda’n can take NP complements, but if b́ı patterns like
nú, then the prediction (based on data discussed in the subsections below) would be that
only the bare b́ı may be used as an interrogative determiner. This should be tested further
alongside sharpening intuitions and preferences for b́ı+NP(-n) constructions in the different
types of contexts above: out of the blue / non-D-linked, D-linked with a larger restricted set
(5 books), D-linked with a narrow set (2 books). For now, the table below summarize the
generalizations drawn from the data discussed so far.

(15) data summary

non D-linked D-linked (wide) restricted D-linked (2)
b́ı X X +/-

b́ı’n odd X odd
b́ı da’n odd X ????
b́ı libr X ???? ????

b́ı libren ???? ???? +

To reiterate, n-marked b́ı-phrases are odd in non-D-linked contexts, while in D-linked con-
texts both bare and n-marked b́ı phrases are felicitous. With respect to narrower D-linked
contexts (with only two possible answers), b́ı’n is odd, the unmarked b́ı is slightly better.
This is due to the fact that Yalálag makes use of more specialized wh-phrases like núlhena
‘which-of-them’, which compete with the other forms.

2.3 nú & nú’n

The interrogative pronoun used to express who in Yalálag is nú, and just like b́ı, it can be
n-marked. Similarly to b́ı and b́ı’n, both nú and nú’n are felicitous in a D-linked context
like the one below.
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(16) context:
I’m a literature teacher. I gave 5 of my students 5 different books last week. I know
the books, I know the students, I just don’t know who picked what. I want find out
who read the book Aura by Fuentes.

a. Nú
who

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Who read Aura?’

b. Nú’n
who.dis

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Who read Aura?’ (10/23/2017)

Once again, similarly to b́ı, nú is acceptable in out of the blue / non-D-linked contexts, while
nú’n is not felicitous in these contexts.

(17) context:
I found this book I really like. I’m a teacher, I’m talking to my students. I don’t
know if any of them have heard of the book before, but I’m interested in finding out
whether they have read it.

a. Nú
who

(ba)
(perf)

bel
read

librni?
book.dem.

‘Who read this book?’

b. #Nú’n
who.dis

(ba)
(perf)

bel
read

librni?
book.dem.

‘Who read this book?’ (10/16/2017)

In the case of narrower familiar sets of possible answers (restricted D-linked contexts), nú
once again patterns like b́ı. The n-marked wh-pronouns is not felicitous, as shown below,
while the unmarked wh-pronoun, although odd, is slightly better than nú’n.

(18) context:
I found this book I really like. I know that Maria or Elena (who are my friends) read
the book, but I don’t know who of the two of them it was...

a. ?Nú
who

(ba)
(perf)

bel
read

librni?
book.dem.

‘Who read this book?’

b. #Nú’n
who.dis

(ba)
(perf)

bel
read

librni?
book.dem.

‘Who read this book?’ (10/16/2017)
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The n-marked nú’n cannot take NP complements as shown in (19b), but the unmarked
nú, (19a), can. However, the complements of nú are restricted to animate/human NPs, as
illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (20) below.

(19) a. Nú
which

bidao
child

nolhen
female

bel
read

libren?
book.def

‘Who read the book?’

b. *Nú’n
which.dis

bidao
child

nolhen
female

bel
read

libren?
book.def

‘Who read the book?’ (10/10/2017)

(20) *Nú
what

libren
book.def

bel
read

lhe?
you.pl

‘What did you (all) read?’ (10/23/2017)

Based on the data collected so far, NP complements of nú do not seem to be suffixed by the
-n definiteness marker. Furthermore, they seem to be felicitous in D-linked contexts3, but
there is not sufficient evidence that might point towards a strong conclusion. Consequently,
the data summary below only focuses on the bare interrogative pronominal uses of nú and
nú’n, while also contrasting them to b́ı and b́ı’n.

(21) data summary

non D-linked D-linked (wide) restricted D-linked (2)
b́ı X X +/-

b́ı’n odd X odd
nú X X +/-

nú’n odd X odd

Comparing the non-D-linked and D-linked (wide) columns in the table above, the contexts
and utterances discussed so far are consistent with the hypothesis that the n-marker on wh-
interrogatives in Yalálag Zapotec reflect D-linking. The last column, which takes narrower
D-linked contexts into account, reflects the competition of these wh-pronouns with other wh-
constructions. One such specialized wh-phrase, núlhen is discussed in the following section.

3The sentence in (i) is felicitous in a scenario where some children are playing Hide and Seek and Maria
needs to find them. The speaker asks:

(i) Nú
who

bidao
child

blhelhe
saw

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘Which child did Maria see?’ (10/30/2017)

Crucially, the speaker knows all of the children who are playing.
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2.4 D-linked núlhen

Although nú is restricted to animate referents and animate complements, núlhen can only
mean ‘what’ and can only take inanimate NP objects. For instance, in a context where the
speaker would like to find out who read the book Aura, (22) would be felicitous.

(22) Nú(’n)
who(.dis)

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Who read Aura?’ (10/23/2017)

On the other hand, the counterpart of (22) below can only mean ‘What did Aura read?’ and
not ‘Who read Aura?’.

(23) Núlhen
what

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘What did Aura read?’ (Intended: Who read Aura?) (10/23/2017)

As previously mentioned, nú(’n) is restricted to [+animate] referents. The utterance in
(24) can only be felicitous if the speaker is referring to authors (a possible answer for (24)
could be Kurt Vonnegut). But while nú(’n) can only refer to and take [+animate] referents
as complements, núlhen is the exact opposite: it is restricted to [-animate] referents and
complements.

(24) Nú(’n)
who

bel
read

lhe?
you.pl

‘Who did you (all) read?’
(10/23/2017)

(25) *Núlhen
what

bidao
child

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Which child did Aura read?’
(10/23/2017)

The examples above illustrate that núlhen cannot be followed by [+animate] complements.
Furthermore, núlhen meaning ‘what’ cannot drop the n- marker. Whether it is used as a
standalone pronominal ‘what’ (perhaps alongside a null noun) or as a determiner taking NP
complements, núlh is ungrammatical (see below).

(26) a. *Núlh
what

bel
read

lhe
you.pl

/
/

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria

‘What did you (all) / Maria read?’ (10/23/2017)

b. *Núlhen
which

be’
gave

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

libren?
book.def

‘Intended: Who did Maria give a book to?’ (10/31/2017)

c. *Núlh
what

libren
book.def

bel
read

lhe?
you.pl

‘What did you (all) read?’ (10/23/2017)
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d. Núlhen
what

libren
book.def

bel
read

lhe?
you.pl

‘What did you (all) read?’ (10/23/2017)

However, there is a núlh used as ‘who’ which seems to form a sort of partitive construction
with its complement pronouns. The two following sentences, one with nú + lhe and the
other núlh + lhe have been judged to be semantically equivalent (and are felicitous in the
D-linked context with 5 books spelled out in (16) above). The expectation is that both nú
and núlh should be able to take any pronoun as complement. The data collected so far
includes núlhlben ‘which of them’ and núlhena ‘which of those’, where the wh-word carries
a demonstrative pronoun clitic.

(27) a. Nú
who

lhe
you

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Who of you read Aura?’

b. Núlhlhe
which-you

bel
read

Aura?
Aura

‘Who of you read Aura?’
blablabla (10/23/2017)

This flexibility of the núlh- wh-phrase to combine with various pronominal morphemes leads
to a variety of surface forms of wh-phrase constructions which suit different discourse con-
texts. For instance, in the narrow D-linked context in (18), where the only possible answers
to Who read the book would be Maria or Elena, núlhben ‘who-of-them’, is the preferred form
to the nú and nú’n alternatives, since the form below is maximally informative.

(28) context:
I found this book I really like. I know that Maria or Elena (who are my friends) read
the book, but I don’t know who of the two of them it was...

Núlhben
which-of-them

bel
read

libren?
book.def

‘Who read the book?’ (10/10/2017)

The same pattern is observed for the context in (13), where all of the students have read
one of two possible books (Aura or Terra Nostra) and the target question is What did Maria
read?. This is a narrow D-linked context where b́ı’n is dispreferred if the speaker knows that
there are only two books. Although both núlhen ‘what’ and núlhena ‘which of them’ are
felicitous in this context, the maximally informative one is the latter.

(29) context:
I’m a literature teacher. Everyone was supposed to read either Aura or Terra Nostra
by Fuentes for today. Maria is missing. I want to know which of these two books
Maria read so I ask the class: Which book did Maria read?

a. Núlhena
which.dem

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def
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‘Which of those (books) did Maria read?’ (10/16/2017)

b. Núlhen
what

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’ (10/16/2017)

c. #Núlhen
what

libren
book.def

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria

‘What did Maria read?’ (10/30/2017)

It also seems that there is a difference between the bare núlhen and núlhen libren. Whereas
the former was deemed acceptable in this context, the latter was not. This warrants more
careful investigation of the context sensitivity of the different núlh- wh-phrases. All the núlh-
phrases seem to be D-linked, but there is a certain sensitivity to narrower contexts that leads
to competition between the bare núlhen, núlhen + NP and núlh+PRO.

Finally, although b́ı can take bare NP objects, like libr, núlhen seems to have a distinct
preference for definite NPs. This might hint at the possibility that these expressions are in
fact partitive constructions, but again, this is best left for further investigation.4

2.5 Open Puzzles

2.5.1 Multiple Questions

The subsection on wh-fronting highlights the fact that Yalálag wh-phrases are necessarily
moved to sentence-initial position, similarly to English. Unlike English, however, Yalálag
Zapotec does not appear to allow more than one wh-phrase within the same sentence, even
though one of these phrases could remain in-situ, as shown in (30). In fact, the only possible
way of conveying the meaning of a multiple question seems to be by means of the use of da,
‘thing’ (see (30c)) below. 5

(30) a. *Nú
who

bdáù
ate

b́ı?
what

‘Intended: Who ate what?’

b. *B́ı
what

bdáù
ate

nú?
who

‘Intended: Who ate what?’

4The only cases of grammatical bare complement NPs of núlhen were found in indirect questions. Al-
though (ia) feels ‘incomplete’, (id) is grammatical.

(i) a. ?Núlhen
what

libr
book

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What book did Maria read?’

b. Nú
who

nezlhe
knows

b́ı
what

libr
book

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘Who knows what book Maria read?’

c. Nezlhelhe b́ı libr bel Malh́ıà’n?
know.2pl what book read Maria.def
‘Do you know what book Maria read?’

d. Nezlhelhe núlhen libr bel Malh́ıà’n?
know.2pl what book read Maria.def
‘Do you know what book Maria read?’
bla (10/30/2017)

5Recall that da also forms a D-linked phrase with ı́, namely b́ıda’n.
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c. Nú
who

bdáù
ate

daka?
thing.pl

‘Who ate what?’

bla (Seth Cable; 09/27/2017)

At first glance, however, D-linked contexts seemed to provide a way of licensing multiple
questions. Although asking Who read what by means of two bare clausemate wh-pronouns
is still ungrammatical in the scenario below, the use of which-phrases seemed to greatly
improve the acceptability of the multiple questions.

(31) context:
I’m a literature teacher. I gave 5 of my students 5 different books last week. I know
the books, I know the students, I just don’t know who picked what.

a. *Nú(’n)
who

bel
read

b́ı?
what

b. *Nú
who

b́ı
what

bel?
read

c. Nú
what

bidao
child

bel
read

núlhen
which

(*libren)?
(*book)

‘Which child read what?’

d. Núlhben
which-them

bel
read

núlhen
which

(*libren)?
(*book)

‘Which of them read what?’

e. *Núlhben
which-them

núlhen
which

bel?
read

f. *Núlhen
which

bel
read

núlhen?
which-of-them

(10/16/2017)

The data in (31) suggests that multiple questions are possible if one of the wh-phrases is
necessarily the bare núlhen and if both wh-phrases are D-linked (nú bidao, núlhben, núlben).
Furthermore, the last two data points above indicate that Yalálag Zapotec might be sensitive
to Superiority effects (what cannot precede who) and that D-linking does not affect the
multiple wh-fronting possibilities (or lack thereof) in Yalálag.

Unfortunately, upon rechecking the data with Ana and using new contexts to confirm,
multiple wh-questions do not seem to be possible at all in Yalálag; the speaker rejected the
previously ‘grammatical’ multiple wh-questions on 11/07/2017.

However, multiple question readings can be obtained through the use of indefinites / da
‘thing’, pronouns and plurals as exemplified below.
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(32) a. Núlhen
what

(libren)
book.def

bel
read

lhe?
you.pl

‘What did you (all) read?’
(10/23/2017)

b. Núlhen
what

bel
read

bidaoka?
child.pl

‘What did the children read?’
(11/07/2017)

Although, unlike in the case of wh-phrase multiple questions, it seems that the nature of the
other arguments (whether the referent Juan is picked out by a proper name or by a pronoun)
affects the interpretation of the question.

(33) context:
Secret Santa. 10 friends got presents for each other. Who gave what to Juan?

a. Nú
who

be’
gave

da’n
thing.def

Xhúà’n?
Juan.def specific

b. Nú
who

be’
gave

lebe
him

da’n?
thing.def anything

c. Nú
who

be’
gave

Xhúà’n?
Juan.def

da’n
thing.def

‘Who gave what to Juan?’ specific
bla (10/31/2017)

Ana, our informant, observes that the questions in (33a) and (33c) may only be asked when
da’n, the gift that Juan received, is familiar and known to the speaker. In these sentences,
Xhúà’n, an R-expression is used. In (33b), however, where lebe, the 3rd person pronoun,
refers to Xhúà’n, the speaker is no longer committed to knowing the gift that Xhúà’n received.

In a sense, it seems that da’n behaves like a pronoun (it, this) if another argument is
non-pronominal. When both the subject and the indirect object are expressed via pronouns,
da’n can refer to its designated meaning, generic stuff, or it can refer to a specific item. The
same observation holds for cases where the wh-item picks out the indirect object.

(34) Núka
who.ka

be’
gave

lhize
lhize

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

regalka?
present.dem.pl

‘To whom did Mary give these presents?’ (10/31/2017)

In (35), where the subject is an R-expression, da’n cannot receive an indefinite interpretation:
according to Ana, the speaker knows exactly what present is under discussion.

(35) Nú
who

be’
gave

lhize
lhize

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

da’n?
thing.def

‘To whom did Mary give this/that?’ (10/31/2017)

This is an interesting and surprising puzzle that, once again, is left for future research.
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2.5.2 The lhize discourse particle

The last example discussed in the previous subsection introduces another open puzzle: the
nature of the discourse particle lhize. This particle can surface in questions, as illustrated
in this paper, and it is also grammatical in declarative sentences (Kimberly Johnson, p.c.)
as well as sentences which express weaker states of knowledge (Deniz Özyıldız, p.c.). As a
discourse particle, it improves the naturalness and acceptability of the sentence.

(36) context:
I’m a literature teacher. Everyone was supposed to read either Aura or Terra Nostra
by Fuentes for today. Maria is missing. I want to know which of these two books
Maria read so I ask the class: Which book did Maria read?

a. ?#B́ı
what

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

(10/16/2017)
b. B́ı

what
bel
read

lhize
lhize

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What did Maria read?’ (10/30/2017)

While the plain b́ı pronoun in (36a) is judged to be slightly odd in the scenario above,
(36b), where the discourse particle lhize was also introduced, is preferred. According to
native speaker intuitions, this particle is related to doubt, and it appears that it immediately
follows the verb, as show in (37), where lhize may even precede the subject clitic.

(37) a. B́ı
what

libren
book

bel
read

lhize
lhize

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What book did Maria read?’

b. Nezlhizelhe b́ı libr bel Malh́ıà’n?
know.lhize.2pl what book read Maria.def
‘Do y’all (happen to) know what book Maria read?’ (10/30/2017)

Similarly to certain Q-particles (Cable, 2007; Ivan, 2013) and the German discourse particle
wohl (Zimmermann, 2013), the latter also being licensed in both interrogative and declarative
contexts), the presence of lhize is preferred when the speaker is not confident that the hearer
knows the answer to the question.

(38) context:
Elena, Maria and I are friends. Maria reads a lot of books so I want to know what
book she read recently. I ask Elena:.

a. *B́ı(’n)
what.(dis)

(ba)
(perf)

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def
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‘What did Maria read (already)?’

b. B́ı
what

*(ba)
*(perf)

bel
read

lhize
lhize

Malh́ıà’n?
Maria.def

‘What book did Maria read (you think)?’ (11/07/2017)

Furthermore, if the speaker is confident that the hearer does know the answer to the question,
like in (39) (where a Geography teacher should know the current state of affairs in Rwanda)
then the presence of lhize is odd. However, if the context is slightly changed and the teacher
is the one asking the question below of the students, then lhize is once again natural.

(39) Context:
I’m a Geography teacher. The students ask me who the president of Rwanda is.

a. #nú
who

nak
is

lhize
lhize

present
president

ke
poss

Rwanda’n?
Rwanda.def

‘Who is the president of Rwanda?’

b. nú
who

nak
is

present
president

ke
poss

Rwanda’n?
Rwanda.def

‘Who is the president of Rwanda?’ (11/07/2017)

The discourse particle lhize seems to be tracking the speaker’s assumptions regarding the
knowledge of their interlocutor. However, we do not have sufficient data to make bolder
claims about the nature of this particle at this time.

2.6 Summary

According to our data, Yalálag Zapotec wh-phrases are obligatorily fronted to the first sen-
tential position and may even move long distance. Furthermore, the optional n-marker on
these phrases is related to D-linking. While both bare and D-linked / n-marked wh-phrases
are licensed in D-linked contexts, n-marked wh-phrases are odd in out of the blue con-
texts or in scenarios where the speaker is not familiar with the potential set of answers.
In contexts where the set of possible answers is very narrow, more specialized wh-forms
(núlh+pronominal cliticwhich of them, which of you, which of those) are preferred.

(40) data summary

non D-linked D-linked (wide) restricted D-linked (2)
b́ı X X +/-

b́ı’n odd X odd
nú X X +/-

nú’n odd X odd
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All three forms, b́ı and nú and núlhen may serve as which determiners and take NP com-
plements. Both the possible referents and NP complements of nú are restricted to animates,
while the referents and NP complements of núlhen are restricted to inanimates.

Finally, Yalálag Zapotec does not allow for multiple wh-phrases within the same clause,
but pronouns, indefinites and da’n ‘thing’ are used to achieve the meaning of multiple ques-
tions. The knowledge that the speaker assumes when they ask a question is also something
that the discourse particle lhize is sensitive to. While the n-marker on wh-phrases tracks the
knowledge of the speaker, the particle lhize is sensitive to the assumptions of the speaker
regarding the hearer: if the speaker is not confident that the hearer has absolute knowledge
on the matter, lhize is licensed and preferred.

3 Pronouns and Binding Theory

Yalálag makes use of null subjects, null objects, subject clitics, personal, reflexive and re-
ciprocal pronouns. In the remainder of this squib, I present data regarding Yalálag Zapotec
personal and reflexive pronouns and their behavior with respect to the Binding Theory
(Chomsky, 1986; Büring, 2005). I argue that Yalálag obeys Principles C and B, but violates
Principle A in certain conditions. I suggest that kwin-, the reflexive, is in fact a logophor and
that its distribution is conditioned by a DP hierarchy the language is sensitive to. Finally, I
discuss possessive constructions and the binding phenomena relevant to these cases.

3.1 Basic facts about Yalálag pronouns

3.1.1 Null subjects & subject clitics

Null subjects are possible in Yalálag, as shown in the sentence below, where the overt subject,
Maria, is optional.

(41) bel
read

(Lh́ıà)
(Maria)

libr
book

kebe’n
poss.3fam.def

‘Maria read her book.’ (10/16/2017)

Yalálag also makes use of optional subject clitics, as illustrated in (42). However, the presence
of the subject clitic be requires that the subject be null.

(42) belbe
read.3sg.fam

(*Lh́ıà)
(Maria)

libr
book

kebe’n
poss.3fam.def

‘He/She read her book.’ (10/23/2017)

In fact, subject clitics (on verbs) force referential DPs (non-pronominal DPs) to be inter-
preted as sentence objects. While the preferred reading of (43a) is that Elena’s brother is the
subject, the person who likes something, the presence of the subject clitic in (43b) renders
Elena’s brother as the object of the predicate: (43b) cannot mean that Elena’s brother is
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the person who likes something. Also note that (43a) illustrates that Yalálag Zapotec may
also make use of null object pronouns.

(43) a. llawelhe
likes

zâ’n
sibling.def

Lenen
Elena.def

‘Elena’s brother likes something.’

b. llawelhebe
likes.3sg.fam

zâ’n
sibling.def

Lenen
Elena.def

‘Someone likes Elena’s brother.’ (10/24/2017)

The pronouns and their corresponding clitic-forms are given in the two tables below.

(44) personal pronouns

singular plural
1st nada netoexc llioinc

2nd lhue lhe
3rd.fam lebe leàkbe
3rd.form le’e leàke
3rd.non-hum leba leàkba
3rd.inanim len leàken

(45) subject clitics

singular plural
1st -a -toexc -lloinc

2nd -o -lhe
3rd.fam -be -àkbe
3rd.form -e -àke
3rd.non-hum -ba -àkba
3rd.inanim -n -àken

3.1.2 Reflexive & reciprocal pronouns

Reflexive pronouns in Yalálag are made up of a reflexive stem, kwin, and pronominal clitics,
as illustrated in (46) below.

(46) a. Blhelha
saw.1sg

kẃına.
self.1sg

‘I saw myself’.

b. Blhelho
saw.2sg

kẃıno.
self.2sg

‘You saw yourself’.

c. Blhele(be)
saw.3sg.fam

kẃınbe.
self.3sg.fam

‘She/He saw herself/himself’.

d. Blhele(àkbe)
saw.3pl.fam

kẃınàkbe.
self.3pl.fam

‘They saw themselves’.

bla (Seth Cable; 09/25/2017)
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The pronominal clitics are mandatory, the reflexive stem being ungrammatical on its own.

(47) a. llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

kwinbe.
self.3sg.fam
‘Elena likes herself.’

b. *llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

kwin.
self

‘Intended: Elena likes herself.’
bla (10/24/2017)

Yalálag also makes use of a specialized recpirocal pronoun, whose stem, lluelg, also merges
with (obligatory?) pronominal clitics.

(48) a. Blhele(àkbe)
saw.3pl.fam

kẃınàkbe.
self.3pl.fam

‘They saw each other’.

b. Blhele(àkbe)
saw.3pl.fam

luellgàkbe.
recip.3pl.fam

‘They saw each other’.

bla (Seth Cable; 09/25/2017)

Although the reciprocal luellgakbe is the most natural in the reciprocal situation expressed
in (48b), plural reflexives can also get distributed reflexive interpretations, as shown in (48a).
Both alternatives in (48) are felicitous in a context where a bunch of children are looking at
each other (but not necessarily at themselves).

3.2 Principle C

Principle C, an R-expression must be free, is obeyed in Yalálag. In all of the sentences below,
there are necessarily two different Marias or Elenas.

(49) a. Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

bel
read

libr
book

ke
poss

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

‘Maria1 read Maria2’s book.’ (10/23/2017)

b. llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

Lenen
Elena.def

‘Elena1 likes Elena2’ (10/24/2017)

c. llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

zâ’n
brother.def

Lenen
Elena.def

‘Elena1 likes Elena2’s brother.’ (10/24/2017)

The sentences above illustrate that not only is Principle C obeyed by R-expressions in a
c-command relation, but, furthermore, the subject and the possessor in a possessive con-
struction may not corefer either. Of course, this raises questions regarding the syntactic
configuration of possessive constructions in Yalálag, but, in this language, Principle C seems
to be sensitive to the list of discourse referents within a sentence and not necessarily obser-
vant of syntactic c-command relations.
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Disjoint reference is also mandatory between a null subject and an object R-expression.
Irrespective of whether Elena, is postverbal or preverbal in (50), the presence of the subject
clitic be indicates that Elena can only be the object of the predicate.

(50) a. llawelhebe
likes.3sg.fam

Lenen
Elena.def

‘He/She likes Elena’

b. Lenen
Elena.def

llawelhebe.
likes.3sg.fam

‘He/She likes Elena’ (10/24/2017)

Crucially, the sentences above may only mean that someone else likes Elena, and not that
Elena likes someone else or herself.

3.3 Principle B

Yalálag is also observant of Principle B (a pronoun must be free in its binding domain). The
pronoun lebe cannot corefer with Elena in (51). The only way of expressing that Elena likes
herself is by means of the reflexive pronoun kwinbe.

(51) a. llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

lebe.
3sg.fam

‘Elena likes her/him.’ disjoint reference

b. llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

kwinbe.
self.3sg.fam

‘Elena likes herself.’ coreference
bla (10/24/2017)

Pronouns can corefer with antecedents outside their binding domain, as illustrated in (52a),
where he/she is tall is embedded under a verb of saying. In (52a), Maria can be talking
about herself. When embedding the same sentence under she/he said, however, it seems that
the resulting utterance is less natural and pointing is required. The possible interpretation
of (52b) is unclear. Disjoint reference is possible (and preferred), but whether coreference
between the two pronouns is allowed is yet unclear.

(52) a. ne
said

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

ke
that

lebe
3sg.fam

nak
be

ton
tall

‘Maria1 said she1/2 is tall’.

b. ?ne
said

lebe
3sg.fam

ke
that

lebe
3sg.fam

nak
be

ton
tall

‘He/she said he/she is tall’. pointing required
bla (12/05/2017)

Of course, data needs to be collected with respect to the other 3rd person pronouns available
in Yalálag and their plural forms, but, in our elicitations, lebe has consistently been resistant
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to being bound by a clausemate antecedent. More work also needs to be done with respect
to quantified expressions as antecedents.

3.4 Principle A & logophoricity

Generally, kwinbe seems to be sensitive to Principle A (a reflexive pronoun must be bound
in its binding domain), co-referring with the closest antecedent, as shown below.

(53) bne
said

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘Maria said Elena likes herself’. (10/24/2017)

The utterance in (53) cannot mean that Maria said Elena likes Maria, with kwinbe neces-
sarily being bound by Elena, which indicates that the closest antecedent binds the reflexive
pronoun. This resistance to antecedents which are further away is also true of picture-NP
constructions (which might in fact be biclausal). The utterance in (54a) cannot mean that
Maria likes pictures of someone else and, in (54b) kwinbe cannot refer to Elena.6

(54) a. llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

ga
where

da
is

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘Maria likes pictures of herself.’

b. bne
said

Lenen
Elena.def

llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

ga
where

da
is

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘Elena said Maria likes pictures of herself.’ (11/29/2017)

(55) *kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def

Intended: ‘Elena likes herself’. (11/28/2017)

Furthermore, (55) illustrates that kwinbe cannot precede its antecedent. Perhaps this is also
due to the interaction with Principle C. The acceptability of (55) does not improve in (56),
where it is embedded under a verb of saying.

(56) *bne
said

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

llawelhe
likes

Lenen
Elena.def (11/28/2017)

6When trying to elicit Maria and Juan like pictures of each other, Ana offered the following sentence,
but she is unsure whether it has the same meaning in Yalálag.

(i) llawelhe
likes

Xhúà’n
Juan.def

lhente
and

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

ga
where

da
is

luellgàkbe
recip.3pl.fam

‘Juan and Maria likes pictures of each other / of someone like Maria and Juan.’ (11/29/2017)

Although the reciprocal is used, the sentence above seems to have a reading where Maria and Juan like
pictures of their counterparts / people who look like them.
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In the sentence above, it seems that kwinbe cannot be bound by an antecedent from a previous
sentence. However, kwinbe can be bound by null subjects within the same sentence.

(57) llawelhe(be)
likes(3sg.fam)

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘He/she likes himself/herself.’

The data discussed so far is expected under the assumption that Principle A is obeyed
in Yalálag. However, although kwinbe was ungrammatical in the subject position in the
sentences above, it is grammatical as a subject in certain situations.

(58) a. Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

bnelhe
dream

lebe
3sg.fam

yelhe
dream

‘Maria dreamt about him/her.’ disjoint reference

b. Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

bnelhe
dream

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

yelhe
dream

‘Maria dreamt about herself.’ reflexive interpretation

c. bnelhebe
dream.3sg.fam

lebe
3sg.fam

yelhe
dream

‘Maria dreamt about him/her.’ disjoint reference

d. kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

bnelhe
dream

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

yelhe
dream

‘He/she dreamt about himself/herself.’ reflexive interpretation
bla (12/05/2017)

While the data in (58a) and (58c) is expected, since lebe obeys Principle B, and (58b) is
consistent with Principle A, being bound by a clausemate antecedent, (58d) illustrates that
there can be two kinwbe pronouns, one of which is in subject position. This suggests that
kwinbe can be bound by previously introduced discourse referents.

A similar example is that of (59), where kiwnbe seems to behave more like a personal
pronoun, being grammatical in a subject position and referencing a salient antecedent.

(59) context:
Rodica decided to study Linguistics. Why would she do such a thing?

a. lebe
3sg.fam

llawelhe
likes

‘She likes it.’

b. kwinbe
self

llawelhe
likes

‘She likes it.’ (10/24/2017)
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The attempt to embed (59b) directly failed, but the addition of the complementizer ke and
the inanimate personal pronoun len renders the embedding grammatical as shown below.

(60) a. *bne
said

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

llawelhe
likes

b. bne
said

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

ke
that

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

llawelhe
likes

len
it

‘Maria said she likes it’. (12/05/2017)

The complementizer ke in (60b) confirms that kwinbe is in the subject position of an em-
bedded sentence. Crucially, the previous attempts to form sentences with kwinbe in subject
position placed R-expressions in object position, as in (55) and (56). In (59b) and (60b),
where kwinbe is grammatical in subject position, the objects are inanimate null or overt
pronouns. This suggests that the order of DP arguments is sensitive to a certain hierarchy.

(61) dp hierarchy
R-expressions >> [+animate] pronouns, kwinbe >> [-animate] pronouns

While more data needs to be collected to confirm that this hierarchy is in fact obeyed, the
facts discussed so far seem to suggest that kwinbe is a logophor in Yalálag, which obeys a
version of Principle A (see Charnavel), but can also be bound by antecedents previously
introduced in the discourse. The complicating factor is that kwinbe can only surface in
subject position if the other arguments are lower on the DP hierarchy scale.

3.5 Posessives - to be revised

Bindable possessive.

(62) yolhulte
every

bidao
child

nolhka
female

bel
read

libr
book

keakbe’n
poss.pl.3fam.def

‘Every girl read her book.’ (10/16/2017)

(63) yolhulte
every

bidao
child

nolhka
female

bel
read

libr
book

ke
poss

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

‘Every girl read Maria’s book.’ (10/16/2017)

(64) (ba)
perf

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

yolhulte
every

libr
book

ke
poss

bidaoka
child.pl

‘Maria read every girl’s book.’ (10/23/2017)

(65) yolhulte
every

libr
book

ke
poss

bidaoka
child.pl

bel
read

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

‘Maria read every girl’s book.’ (10/23/2017)
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(66) ok if Maria likes her own pictures or someone elses.

(66) a. llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

kebeka.
poss.3sg.fam.pl

‘Maria likes pictures of her(self)’. (11/29/2017)

b. *llawelhe
likes

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

kwinbe(ka).
self.3sg.fam.pl

‘Maria likes pictures of herself’. (11/29/2017)
c. ?llawelhe

likes
Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

xhetlhat
picture

ke
poss

kwinbe.
self.3sg.fam

‘Maria likes pictures of herself’. (12/04/2017)

The last sentence is okay, but a preference for ga da kwinbe.

But the dog is weird.

(67) a. bxhill
laughed

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

ka
when

blhelhebe
saw.3sg.fam

bekw
dog

keben
poss.3sg.fam.def

‘Mary laughed when she saw her dog.’

b. *bxhill
laughed

Malh́ıà’n
Maria.def

ka
when

blhelhebe
saw.3sg.fam

bekw
dog

ke
poss

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

Intended: ‘Mary laughed when she saw her own dog.’ (12/05/2017)

(68) a. Llawelhe
likes

xhetlhat
picture

ke
poss

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘He/She likes pictures of himself / herself.’

b. ?Llawelhebe
likes.3sg.fam

xhetlhat
picture

ke
poss

kwinbe
self.3sg.fam

‘He/She likes pictures of himself / herself.’

c. Llawelhebe
likes.3sg.fam

xhetlhat
picture

kebe
poss.3sg.fam

‘He likes pictures of him(self)’ (12/04/2017)
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